Environmental Control Systems
The risk of exposure to many dangerous conditions can easily be mitigated by using an IronGuard
environmental control solution. Shielding people from hazardous processes, preventing slippery surfaces
in a large temperature variance or saving energy costs by preventing air infiltration are all common uses for
IronGuard products.
Your IronGuard representative is an expert consultant and, along with IronGuard application specialists, is
uniquely able to apply the most suitable protection for your investment.

Create a safeguarded workplace with IronGuard Environmental Solutions!

CURTAIN ENCLOSURES

Easily enclose or separate any area.

Need a partition? Need to protect people from dangerous conditions?
Need flexibility? Custom curtain enclosures by IronGuard can be
added to virtually any location and are only limited by imagination.
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Choose from our extensive range of materials,
including: clear, colored, and welding
protection. Vision panels, Velcro panel closures
and weights are easily added.

SLIDING TRACK HARDWARE
IronGuard’s vast selection of hardware options
ensures your curtain will fit into any space you
have.
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FLEXIBLE STRIP CURTAINS
Economically close openings!

Our Strip Doors and Swinging Doors are the most economical
solutions to protect employees and goods from adverse
environmental conditions such as noise, heat, cold, humidity,
dust and drafts.
Strip doors use extruded, flexible PVC strips overlapped to
form a seal, yet separate easily to allow passage. The strip size,
weight and amount of overlap are variable allowing for different
degrees of protection or access.

FULL OVERLAP

Available in a multitude of mounting configurations, they can
be installed almost anywhere. Visit ironguardsafety.com for
more information or ask your IronGuard representative for more
details.
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Increase the long-term
value of your strip door
with IronGuard’s Universal
Mounting Bracket. One
cinch plate and two wing
nuts cover 6 of the prestudded bolts at one time,
making installation and
maintenance easy.
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FLEXIBLE PVC STRIP MATERIAL
Replacement is easy!

IronGuard carries a multitude of flexible PVC strip grades and sizes. From standard
grades to low temperature, welding, opaque and anti-static, IronGuard offers the
materials you need to get the job done properly and cost-effectively.
Replacing strips? Visit ironguardsafety.com for a handy strip quantity calculator.
From there you can evaluate the value provided by full rolls or the convenience
offered by pre-cut and punched strips.
TYPICAL GRADES INCLUDE:
Standard
Low and Extra Low Temperature
Ribbed
Weld Screen
Anti-Static

WIDTHS INCLUDE:
6”, 8”, 12”, 16” & 48”
THICKNESSES INCLUDE:
.060”, .080”, .120” & .160
ROLL LENGTHS INCLUDE:
Up to 400’ (depending on thickness)

OVERHEAD DOOR BOTTOM EDGE SEAL

Reduce your heating and cooling costs by sealing the gaps around
your dock!

Seals uneven surfaces between leveler and overhead door. Made from foam and
wrapped in a flexible, yet tough rubberized fabric. Custom sizes and mounting styles
available.

MORE SAFETY SOLUTIONS:

Forklift Safety Products

Loading Dock Bumpers

Wheel Chock Safety Systems

Toll-Free Phone: 1-866-828-6737
Toll-Free Fax: 1-844-899-0088
ironguardsafety.com info@ironguardsafety.com

Modular Doors

Many IronGuard Safety Products are trademarked
and covered by U.S. or international patents.
Products may change without prior notice.
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